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Anuvu Launches Crew Portal for Energy
Markets Utilizing SpaceX’s Starlink

Enabling at-home experiences offshore for crew operations, entertainment and online
gaming

Miami, FL, October 5, 2022 – Anuvu, the leading provider of high-speed connectivity
entertainment solutions for demanding worldwide mobility markets, today announces the
launch of an online crew portal that addresses the need for faster internet service for the
energy market, improving crews' online experiences while working offshore.

Agile in design, Anuvu’s portal technology seamlessly integrates all current and future
connectivity services, regardless of network operator or type (GEO, MEO, LEO,
4G/5G/LTE). It is the first portal in the market tailored to support SpaceX’s Starlink service.
The crew portal addresses the offshore community’s ability to meet crew demands for
speedier connectivity, enabling staff to stream high-definition video, make video calls and
even game online during off-duty hours.

“Offshore operations is a people business. When your crew is off the clock, it’s important to
meet their needs with an optimum internet experience," said Erik Carlsen, SVP, Maritime,
Energy & Government at Anuvu. “With crews being away from home for long periods, it’s
critical for offshore internet to provide a high-quality, effortless experience. By expanding our
portal capabilities to incorporate SpaceX’s Starlink, we give offshore crews a true at-home
experience, with first of its kind ‘gaming-speed’ performance. Our goal is to give businesses
the tools to take care of their crews, so their crews will be happier, more motivated and,
ultimately, more productive offshore.”

Anuvu’s portal accommodates flexible business models, as customers can easily customize
their internet offerings through various tiered options that fit their needs and budget. Tiered
options are available based on time, data, applications (video streaming, social media, etc.)
and connected devices.

The crew welfare portal is part of Anuvu’s expanding presence in the energy market. For
those interested in elevating the crew connectivity experience please contact
energy@anuvu.com to learn more. For additional information, visit anuvu.com.

About Anuvu    

Anuvu’s team of global experts effortlessly manage connectivity and content requirements
for demanding mobility markets including airlines, cruise lines and mission-critical maritime,
energy and government applications. Through long-standing customer relationships, we
have a proven track record for meeting our customers’ needs, even as the world changes. 

Anuvu’s flexible and agile approach enables us to adopt the newest technology to optimize
our clients’ experience and we take pride in maximizing the performance of today, while

https://www.anuvu.com/
mailto:energy@anuvu.com


optimizing for tomorrow. Our goal is to provide our clients with reliable, scalable and
affordable solutions that meet the ever-changing needs of their passengers and guests.
Through our intelligent leadership and innovation, Anuvu defines next-generation passenger
experiences through integrated solutions tailored to our customers’ brands and service
objectives.  

Anuvu. Let Innovation Move You.  

Follow Anuvu on LinkedIn and Twitter for further updates and insights. 
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